Abstract-The idea that no more dependence can be consumed than produced was used to obtain an outer bound to the capacity region of the single output two-way channel in [11. A parallel channel extension of this bound was used to obtain an outer bound of 0.64628 bits/transmission for the sum-rate point of the binary multiplying channel (BMC) which improved over ZhangBerger-Schalkwijk bound of 0.64891 bits/transmission 12]. It is not obvious that this selection of parallel channel would yield the best sum-rate outer bound for the BMC using the idea of dependence balance. We show that for all binary adaptive parallel channels, the best sum-rate outer bound for the BMC is 0.64628 bits/transmission and corresponds to the parallel channel selection of [1].
I. INTRODUCTION
The two-way channel (TWC) is the oldest multi-user channel for which finding the information theoretic capacity (CTWC) still remains an open problem. The TWC was introduced by Shannon [3] in 1961 where he gave inner and outer bounds along with a limiting expression for the capacity region. The limiting expression has the disadvantage of being in the form of an n-letter expression which makes it hard to compute even for simple channels. The binary multiplying channel (BMC) is a binary, deterministic TWC where all alphabets X1 = X2 y 0 1} are binary and both the transmitters receive a common output Y where the channel operation is defined by y = XIX2. Shannon showed in [3] that his inner and outer bounds for the TWC differ for the BMC. The difference between Shannon's inner and outer bounds for the BMC is the largest for the sum-rate point.
The first attempt to improve upon Shannon's outer bound was made by Zhang, Berger and Schalkwijk [2] . The authors gave a new outer bound [2, Theorem 1] which was in general better than Shannon's outer bound. However, this bound was incomputable due to the inability to bound the cardinality of the involved auxiliary random variables. Hence [2] for the sum-rate point of the BMC. This improvement was obtained via a particular selection of the adaptive parallel channel which minimized the sum of information leaks.
The introduction of a parallel channel creates the possibility of a tradeoff between the set of allowable input distributions and the excessive rate terms which arise due to the parallel channel output. Hekstra and Willems' selection of the parallel channel for the sum-rate of the BMC corresponds to one extreme of this rate-distribution tradeoff. More specifically, their parallel channel selection corresponds to the smallest set of allowable input distributions. It is not immediately clear whether this is the optimum choice of a parallel channel to obtain the best sum-rate outer bound for the BMC using the idea of dependence balance. Hekstra where T is subject to a cardinal:ity bound I < IXIIX21 +3.
The idea of introducing a parallel channel can be visualized as in Figure 2 .
This parallel channel extension of the DB bound can be thought of in terms of a tradeoff as follows:
1) The term I(X;X2 Y, Z,T) on the right hand side of (112) [5] . Being one of the simplest, deterministic TWCs, the IBMC encapsulates all the complexities of the general TWC. It is hence important to fully understand the capacity region of the BMC which in turn might give ideas for proving converse/achievability results for the general single output TWC. Some of the knowin facts about the sum-rate upoint of the BMC can be summarized as follows.
1) So 0.69424 bits/transmission.
2) DB 0.69424 bits/transmission.
3) ZBSo=ZBs() nZ BS(") =0.64891 bits/transmission.
It should also be noted that using DBpc, one can obtain the above results by making appropriate choices of the adaptive parallel channel defined by p+ (Z X1, X2, y, t) as follows: 1) Z= c, where c is a constant, yields DB.
2) Z = Xi yields ZBS(I)
3) Z = X2 yields ZBSo) An improvement over ZBSo was obtained in [1] by selecting an adaptive parallel channel which is "less informative" than XI or X2; see Table I . The parameter Pt when optimized to minimize the sum-leak yields an outer bound of 0.64628 bits/transmission on the sum-rate of the BMC. At this point, it should be noted that the choices of parallel channels in Table I as well as Z = X1 and Z = X2 make the mutual information I(X X2 Y, Z, ) = 0 and hence only allow such input distributions which satisfy XI I'1' X2 corresponding to zero "dependence output".
For the choices of p+(Z 1, X2, y, t) where Z = Xl, Z X2 and Z in Table I , the DB bound operates at one extreme of the rate-distribution tradeoff mentioned in the previous section, namely the case where I(X1 XY, Z T) = 0.
Thus, a natural question arises that can we find such parallel channels which operate at some other point in this tradeoff and yield a better sum-rate outer bound for the B\C. It was posed as a question in [4] whether there are parallel channels which allow non-markov distributions, i.e., corresponding to non zero "dependence output" and yield a better sum rate outer bound than 0.64628 bits/transmission. In this paper, we partially answer this question. More specifically, we show that for all binary adaptive parallel channels and all ternary adaptive parallel channels for which I(X1L; X2 Y, Z, 1,) = o, the parallel channel given in Table I yields the best sum rate outer bound of 0.64628 bits/transmission for the BMC. which is of the form described in Table II for Y = 0 and a fixed I'= t.
Assume the input distribution p(X X2 1t) as follows. 14) which gives us the following constraints on (Pt, qt, rt):
P((XI
btctq(I -rt) = btct( -qt)rt = . This means that for bt, ct > 0, the constraints are qt(I -rt) = -qtrt = 0 for all t c T. The only possible pairs (qt, rt) satisfying these conditions are (qt, rt) = (0, 0) or (qt, rt) = (t, l) which is equivalent to the choice of parallel channel assignment of [1] described in Table I . We have thus shown that among all binary adaptive parallel channels, the choices of p+ (ZX1, X, y t) for which I (Xl; X2 Y, Z,T) = 0 take the form described in satisfying both constraints simultaneously is such that Z is independent of (Xl,X2) given (Y = 0, 1' = t) for every T = t. For such a parallel channel, the resulting DB bound is I(XI;X211') < I(X; X2 Y, J ) which yields (6). Hence for all parallel channels with zero sum-leak, the sum-rate outer bound is the same as Shannon's outer bound of 0.69424 bits/transmission.
VII. PARALLEL CHANNELS WITH NON-ZERO DEPENDENCE OUTPUT
In this section, we consider adaptive parallel channels which produce non-zero "dependence output" and in general produce non-zero rate leak terms. It can be shown that for a fixed input distribution p(t, XI, X2), the sum-leak L(p+ (z Lxi, x2, y, t)) is a convex function ofp+ (z X, x2, y, t) although the constraint I(XI X2ILT)-I(X1; X2 Y, Z,T) < 0 is not necessarily convex in p+(zXa, X2,y,t). Thus the overall optimization problem is not necessarily convex and obtaining a complete analytical insight is hard. Hence we will take a "heuristic-analytical" approach as suggested in [4] to show that for all binary adaptive parallel channels with I (X1; X2 Y, Z, 1') > 0, the best sum-rate outer bound for the BMC is 0.64628 bits/transmission. To show that a parallel channel yields a sum-rate outer bound greater than or equal to 0.64628 bits/transmission, it suffices to find a distribution p(t, xl, x2) which satisfies the DB bound and yields a sum-rate greater than or equal to 0.64628 bits/transmission. Consider an arbitrary binary adaptive parallel channel parameterized by (pt, qt, rt) as described in Table II 
